Do You Know
Someone Who:

CONTACT US
772-333-6161
Info@Love2Read.org
https://www.Love2Read.org

TUTORING
by

has difﬁculty reading?

has difﬁculty spelling?

is struggling in school?
needs specialized tutoring?

feels discouraged?
has a Learning Difference?

has Dyslexia?

wants or needs to improve
his or her reading skills?

We can help!

Scholarships
We seek funding from a
variety of sources to
support our students.
Donations provide our
need-based scholarships for
specialized reading tutoring.
We use a sliding fee based
on the income of the
parent(s) or guardian(s).

https://www.Love2Read.org

Specialized Tutoring
We provide one-on-one specialized
tutoring based on the Structured Literacy
Approach which includes the OrtonGillingham method.

Student Applications
Our student registration and
scholarship applications are located
online at:
https://www.Love2Read.org
Our need-based scholarships are provided
on a sliding scale based on parent(s) or
guardian(s) income.

Additionally, we teach online using
iSPIREⓇ which is an Orton-Gillinghambased program. Our Co-Founder and
two of our Board members are certiﬁed
iSPIRE Trainers. Our lead tutors are
experienced with teaching using these
methods and programs.

We seek funding from a variety of sources
including donations and grants.
We are currently applying to become an
approved provider for the Step Up for
Students Reading Scholarship Program.

Amanda Wind

Karen Dailey

Ms. Wind is an experienced, certiﬁed, public
school ESE teacher whose practice includes
teaching students with Dyslexia and other
language-based disabilities through
multisensory structured literacy programs.

Mrs. Dailey is an experienced, certiﬁed, retired
public school ESE teacher whose service to
students with Dyslexia and other learning
disabilities inspires her colleagues to join her in
teaching using the multisensory structured
literacy approach.

We Need You!
15% to 20% of students in the USA have
symptoms of Dyslexia. (IDA)
Only 34% of fourth graders in the USA are
reading at or above grade level, (2019 NAEP)
How Can You Help?
Apply to Tutor or Volunteer.
Donate or Sponsor an Event.

Mandy
Horton Walker
Ms. Mandy is an experienced, certiﬁed,
retired public and charter school ESE teacher
and professional developer focused on
serving students with Dyslexia. Her
credentials include coaching and training
iSPIREⓇ and SIMⓇ.

